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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 213 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Two months after Hurricane Katrina the New
Orleans Police Department is as devastated as the city - police stations destroyed, mass desertions
of officers, no reliable communications, a fraction of the force struggling to hold it all together. The
slow process of rebuilding brings an influx of honest workers along with criminals eager to fill the
void left when most of the thugs evacuated the city. The Brown Ravens, a multiracial, super-violent
crew of drug dealers sets up in the half-deserted city. To solidify their turf, they begin to litter the
streets with murder victims. Organized crime has a distinct advantage against disorganized law
enforcement. As gunshots break the silence of Halloween night, a detective responds, discovers the
body of a young woman marked with a Brown Raven emblem. It s a message, the deadly gang
telling everyone this is their territory. Wrong. The detective standing next to the body is different. He
is used to working alone, used to tracking killers, used to taking the law into his own hands. Thus
begins a long, bloody struggle between...
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Reviews
This publication is wonderful. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to study once more once more down the road. I am easily
could get a enjoyment of studying a written book.
-- Moz elle Ha lvor son
This publication is really gripping and exciting. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Sa lva dor Lynch
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